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â€¢ Just start stitching! Practice free-motion quilting with 24 easy-to-achieve projectsâ€¢ You'll make

simple quilts, embellish kitchen towels and clothes, personalize a messenger bag, and so much

moreâ€¢ All projects are freehand and require no markingReady, set, sew! Learn the basics, gather

your supplies, pick a project, and start stitching. With a refreshingly new approach to free-motion

stitching, First Steps to Free-Motion Quilting encourages you to make something beautiful while

improving your free-motion quilting skills. You'll find 24 projects and quilts that are light on assembly

so you can spend most of your time stitching. A handy troubleshooting guide ensures success every

step of the way.
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Through her blog, the author has long been my go-to person for help and inspiration with free

motion quilting, and I fully expected this book to be a useful (non-electric) resource on my bookshelf.

I was pleasantly surprised to find that this book not only outlined the basics of free motion quilting,

but went way beyond that to share twenty-four fabulous projects that allow the reader to learn and

perfect the art! My usual criteria for purchasing a book is three to five projects that take my breath

away - but after counting, I found that I want to make at least twenty of these! Christina's writing

style is engaging, her instructions are clear and easy to understand, and the photography is

stunning. There is a concise but short section on basic sewing and quilt construction techniques,

and a very useful troubleshooting section. I've been doing free motion quilting for a while, but this

book taught me some things and gave me some ideas and techniques that I hadn't tried before.

Definitely worth purchasing, and should be on every home quilter's bookshelf!! I was sent a free



copy of this book for review, but now I'm putting my money where my mouth is and buying a copy to

give away on my blog because it is such a good book.

Free Motion quilting can be scary! Right? I used to think it was impossible. Then I did a little and just

thought it was too hard. Then I kept seeing things on the internet that regular folks were doing and it

looked amazing. So, I felt that I had to learn how. I am still learning how.I was surprised to see that

there are several projects to make listed. I discovered the reason for the projects. Each one is

quilted with free motion quilting, but you don't have to commit to making a bed quilt. If you mess up

a pot holder it is not nearly as big a loss as messing up a quilt top.The projects are so well done and

inspiring that you will want to make several of them. I know that the Strip Sampler quilt is on my "I

want to make that" list. There are a couple of "why didn't I think of that" projects too. But I won't spoil

that surprise for you.If you want to learn free motion but just can't think about trying it on a quilt - try

one of the small projects and work your way up to a bigger quilt.

I have several free motion quitling books and even took a class at the local quilt store. Was curious

about this book and delighted when I got it! It covers the basics (always nice to review for me) and

has tips and helpful encouragement. The patterns start easy and get more elaborate, just what you

would expect. I think the book would be good for a beginner and it is very nice for me, with a little

experience already, too.What I like the best, what makes it my favorite free motion book, is the

many fun projects that are included to practise the free motion quilting on something one can finish

and be proud of. There are so many projects I am excited about and I have alsready picked a bunch

of them to try: the quilted messenger bag, the little bowls, the loopy bucket, the fishbowl purse, the

wiggle-bottom seat cushion, the good advice wallhanging, the strip sampler, the fireworks quilt that

has attractive and creative, yet simple applique with free motion thread play on it, and the quilt as

you go quilt that has a different free motion quilt design in every square which makes it managable

and excellent for practise. Most free motion quilting books ask you to practise on a muslin square,

which is fine, but this is much more fun!

This book is a must for anyone interested in trying their hand at free motion quilting. I have tried

FMQ before, and come away frustrated and feeling like a failure. I was unwilling to try FMQ on

anything bigger than a baby quilt for fear of sacrificing my beautiful pieced top to a botched FMQ

job. And I don't know if I would have ever had the guts to try FMQ again, if not for this book.I love

how Christina breaks down the basics of FMQ, into easy to understand steps and, all the while



assuring you that nobody's FMQ stitches look amazing at first, but that with practice you can create

something beautiful. I love how she acknowledges that free motion quilting is intimidating and scary,

but promises you can do it with time and practice. Christina is so gentle and sincere in her

encouragement that I have no choice but to believe her! I am determined to make doodling a daily

practice, and to put in 15 minutes of FMQ practice whenever I can.The projects in the book are

gorgeous and modern. They cover a range of difficulty levels. The projects are all very appealing

and exciting to me. Some of them strictly for their beauty, others for their utility AND beauty. The

idea of quilting as you go is a new one to me, and I can't wait to try it. It makes the prospect of free

motion quilting an entire quilt much less daunting.I am in the middle of a few projects that I am

forcing myself to finish up first. But as soon as those are done, I can't wait to jump into this book and

its stunning projects. Mine may not turn out as stunning as Christina's, but I believe her when she

says that's okay. Perfection is not the goal. This is about a practice, a process, and a beautifully

unique product. I'm champing at the bit to get started!
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